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01 | Singapore Sports Hub
High point in new national stadium construction

We’re well past the mid-year point of 2013 and the National Stadium, with its dome roof steelwork complete, will open in under a year (facing page).

Impressive progress over a short time scale. Only through harnessing the latest technological tools can we realise our designs with ever increasing efficiency and productivity. Interestingly, the late Steve Jobs said, “Technology is nothing. What’s important is that you have a faith in people, that they’re basically good and smart, and if you give them tools, they’ll do wonderful things with them.” I can’t agree more.

Arup invests a lot of energy and money in staying at the cutting edge (see innovation stories: pages 10 to 16), but this would not be possible without a firm culture that celebrates people who are different. The numerous award and project wins we’ve had (see stories: pages 9, 17 & 18) bear testament of our people who constantly push the boundaries to find new answers to today’s challenges.

Winning the ‘Green Engineer of the Year’ title this year has been a personal highlight, for which I am honoured and appreciative of the many well-wishes. More so, it is a recognition that passive design can create comfortable spaces with minimal impact on the environment (see Schools built smarter: pages 6 to 8 and Green is the new black, Singapore Profile Issue 2 2012).

Friends and peers often come up to me and exclaim they love what we do. I’m proud to share some of these smart stories in this issue, and I hope you enjoy reading them.

Feel free to drop us a note on what you have enjoyed about the Singapore Profile. We welcome any thoughts on how we can make this a more informative read for you.

Editor, Jenny Lie
jenny.lie@arup.com

Cover: Nestled within a lush tropical landscape, University Town (UTown) exemplifies the National University of Singapore’s holistic and integrated approach to a sustainable campus. The precinct integrates sustainable design principles into its master plan, building design and operations. Image © Darren Soh


Client: Dragages
Design team: Arup Associates + DP Architects + Aecom
Engineering: Arup
Project dates: 2006 – 2014
Contact: Andrew Henry / Clive Lewis
andrew.henry@arup.com / clive.lewis@arup.com

With just under a year to its opening in April 2014, it is symbolic that the final primary steel ‘runway trusses’ of the new National Stadium’s fixed roof was installed in July. A critical milestone in the $1.33 billion, 35ha project, it marks the 70% completion point of the entire project and is a definitive step towards achieving the world’s largest free-spanning dome, with a clear span of 310m. The ‘runway trusses’, which at their highest stand 77.5m above the pitch level of the stadium, form an important part of the framework of trusses that support the entire domed fixed roof and retractable roof.

The fixed roof, comprising 17,000 individual steel elements, weighs a total of 8,000 metric tonnes with a structural steel weight of just over 100kg/m². In order to achieve this feat, a combination of advanced parametric modelling and in-house software was developed specifically for the project (see story on page 15).

To keep the bowl design as compact as possible and minimise the overall footprint of the stadium roof, we considered factors such as 340 different wind load cases for each of five different scenarios (moving roof open, closed, and in three intermediate positions), and even spectator visibility and comfort.
In demand and demanding

In an increasingly data-driven world, the rise of cloud computing, information streaming and real-time data analytics has led to a huge demand in data centres – especially in Singapore where increasing number of global operations headquarters are being based. This has inevitably led to a spike in energy demand to run entire floors of server racks while keeping critical IT equipment continuously within strict temperature and humidity conditions amidst a tropical climate.

Arup’s leadership in the field is differentiated not just by our pioneering use of information and energy modelling in designing and engineering data centres, but also by our driving philosophy of sustainability.

Top facts about data centres

1. In 2010, electrical usage of data centres in Singapore accounted for 3.6% of the country’s total consumption. It is expected to reach 5.5% by 2015.

2. A typical 100m² data centre occupies around 10kW/10m² of office building with 3,000 staff.

3. The power demand of computer hardware doubles every 18 months as the number of transistors used increases. This leads to high density loads and the need for innovative cooling solutions.

4. In 2015, predicted total area of data centre space in Singapore will be 336,900m² (equivalent to nearly 48 Olympic-size soccer fields).

5. Increasing the temperature of data centre air conditioning by just 1°C can save 2-4% energy.

6. Simple, low-cost systems to separate hot and cold air streams can significantly improve efficiency.

7. In 2010, Singapore’s Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) ranged between 1.67 and 3.31 and averaged at 2.07.

Building Information Modelling (BIM) marries experience and efficiency

Just last year, Arup utilised BIM to design, construct and install a standalone cooling and power back up system for an existing Digital Realty data centre facility in Jurong East, Singapore. Based on our familiarity and understanding of the client’s global standards and the landlord’s existing systems, we leveraged 3D MEP Revit modelling to mitigate potential issues during construction, in a live environment.

We further proposed to our client to incorporate additional information into the 3D models, which would assist the data centre operations team meaningfully during the life of the facility. Such additional information includes the traditionally paper-based Operation and Maintenance Manual, as-built drawings, Service Operation Procedures and Emergency Operation Procedures. Suffice to say, the benefits of BIM certainly do not stop after the project is delivered.

Energy Modelling towards Green Mark certification

Energy modelling is a computerised simulation that provides an accurate and reliable representation of a building’s performance including its energy consumption. With it, we study system interactions under various load conditions and operation scenarios to guide our design parameters, and optimise electrical consumption of the IT supporting infrastructure. With the launch of the BCA-IDA Green Mark for New Data Centres scheme that encourages data-centre owners to meet green-certification standards at the planning stage – even before their facilities are built, energy modelling is essential to predict PUE performance (Power Usage Efficiency).

We think it’s high time too as it is estimated that the ten largest data centres in Singapore guzzle enough energy to power 130,000 households!

Mission critical services:

- Electrical engineering
- Mechanical engineering
- Hydraulic engineering
- Fire services engineering
- Fire engineering
- Structural engineering
- Security
- Risk mitigation
- Acoustics
- Audio visual
- Environmentally sustainable design
- Energy modelling
- CFD analysis
- AutoCAD Revit 3D modelling
- Site assessments
- Building information modelling
- Commissioning management
- Capacity demand and analysis
- Pre-project budget advice
- Project management

Contact: Stewart Jones / Damien Jolly
stewart.jones@arup.com / damien.jolly@arup.com
Education’s challenges are always evolving. Soon, a new generation of net-native students will pass through the university system. These are the ones who will have grown up with smart phones, social media and virtual gaming. They will expect the university experience to reflect the real time, connected nature of the web, in a less wasteful and more environmentally conscious habitat.

As a result, higher education will have to become more flexible in order to respond to such changing needs. When it comes to the built learning environment, it is essential that facilities aren’t just cost-effective to build, run and maintain – they must also be engaging, pleasant environments, equipped with quality systems that help institutions attract and retain students and staff.

**Bringing Nature Back to School**

Arup is no stranger in the planning, design and engineering of such environments. In one of our larger scale projects for the National University of Singapore (NUS), Arup led the sustainable design of University Town (UTown), consisting of four Residential Colleges (RCs), UTown Residence, the Stephen Riady Centre and the Campus for Research Excellence and Technological Enterprise (CREATE). Further, we also worked on the Ventus facilities building and the NUS Cultural Hub. UTown is an extension of NUS’ Kent Ridge campus and comprises of an integrated residential, recreational and educational facility spread across a 19ha tree conservation area. It exemplifies NUS’ holistic and integrated approach to a sustainable campus, emphasising strategies for energy and water efficiencies, material and waste management and environmental quality and protection.

In merging the built environment with nature, Arup employed innovative space design to achieve daylighting and natural ventilation in a relatively dense environment. Façade systems were optimised to balance conflicting needs for natural daylighting and views against solar heat gain. Extensive greenery, thermally comfortable outdoor spaces and green materials were key components of the design. We also sought to conserve the natural topography and hydrology, preserving the existing green buffer around the campus. A shaded, interconnected pedestrian network that connects the various buildings generates social and learning encounters between people, nature and technology – making it a sustainable pedagogical environment.

As far as visually striking highlights go, other than the developments within UTown, the Ventus facilities building showcases various ingenious green features as well – the main feature being a wind scoop which captures and funnels air into the rest of the building. This makes Ventus the first office building with naturally ventilated circulation and discussion spaces.

Our efforts have been recognised with top Green Mark awards for the various buildings as well as for the entire cluster. By understanding purpose, performance and future use, we bring enduring value to educational environments.
Engineered to triumph

Campuses aren’t all we’ve designed to be smarter and greener. Our philosophy extends across diverse projects, from private homes to grand performance venues. Happily, Arup’s efforts haven’t just been getting nods from the environment – they’ve also been recognised by publications, peers and government bodies.

CREATE named Laboratory of the Year

On 19 February 2013, a panel of judges including the editors of R&D Magazine and Laboratory Design Newsletter named Campus for Research Excellence and Technological Enterprise (CREATE) the Laboratory of the Year. This annual international award distinguishes excellence in research laboratory design, planning, and construction.

It is added to CREATE’s Green Mark Platinum and The Emerson Cup awards.

ArtScience Museum aces show

The Marina Bay Sands ArtScience Museum also took home honours in two awards. On 27 March 2013, the project bagged the ACE’s Design Excellence Award for its structurally stunning design and response to an extremely challenging form dictated by renowned architect Moshe Safdie. At the Building and Construction Authority (BCA) Awards at Resorts World Sentosa on 16 May 2013, it proved its mettle again, winning the BCA Design and Engineering Safety Excellence Award.

Setting Green Mark high

At the same BCA Awards, Arup took home a record-breaking 10 Green Mark awards – a sign of our commitment towards sustainable design solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Showcase: Award Wins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National University of Singapore – Ventures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Non-Residential Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanjong Pagar Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Non-Residential Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale-NUS College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Non-Residential Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M Social Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Non-Residential Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16B Leedon Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landed Houses, Platinum award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Development (Retail/Hotel/Theatre)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Non-Residential Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Plus award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Development (Residential)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Residential Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Plus award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Theatre and Victoria Concert Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Non-Residential Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Plus award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Parade Condominium Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Residential Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Plus award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHP Bilton Marketing Asia Pte Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Interiors, Platinum award</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Making new LEEDs

Adding to the list of LEED accredited projects in a separate commendation this year:

- BHP Bilton (LEED Commercial Interior Gold)
- Tanjong Pagar Centre (LEED Core and Shell Pre-certified Platinum)
By 2050, 75% of the human population – over 6.75 billion people which is almost the entire population of the world today – will be living in cities. What will cities look like? How will they behave?

Between now and then, climate change, increasing scarcity of resources, the natural overpopulation of megacities, and a reassessment of what we value will all contribute to the design of cities of the future. As we are entering a new era which will be characterized by more and more innovation and creativity, we should not be afraid of the unknown. We should embrace a world that is based on new and successful paradigms.

City living takes centre stage, the design and functions of urban centres and buildings will have to accommodate a generation of new inhabitants who have led all their lives engaging with digital devices and materials. They will expect everything to be interactive, living within a true “Internet of Things” where the environment exists as an integrated smart system and can be manipulated in real-time, creating unique, safe and noise-free living tailored experiences for the individual. Appliances will be automated and cars will probably be electric-powered and automated, changing power delivery, transportation and navigation systems.

This leads us to consider the physical infrastructure. Where will all the wood, steel, concrete and other materials for the creation of the world we dream of come from? While we are heading for a resource-constrained world, human ingenuity has always found alternative solutions to move forward. As new buildings replace the old, new building materials will be required. How can we create more green spaces? What are the benefits? How do we measure our impact on the environment? How can we ensure responsible management of the urban system? Where will all the wood, steel and other materials for the creation of the world we dream of come from? How will we destress? How will we connect in mid-air? Can buildings connect in mid-air? How close can the next train be? How can we create more green spaces? What are the benefits? How do we measure our impact on the environment? How can we ensure responsible management of the urban system?

The cards on the following pages can be detached and used for ideas generation, or as thought provoking postcards to challenge your inner world.
Downtown Line Bugis Interchange

Gardens by the Bay, Bay South

Victoria Concert Hall and Victoria Theatre

Singapore Sports Hub

CapitaGreen

Marina Bay Sands, Sands SkyPark

Yale-NUS College

South Beach

Pocket Habitat

Parametric Modelling

CRAFTING THE FUTURE

While future scenarios make for interesting predictions, a good futurist considers the tools we have at our disposal to help us achieve such futures in a realistic amount of time. Even when considering just one structure, Antoine Gaud’s Sagrada Familia, for example – an uncompleted vision in 1883, it was expected to take a few hundred years to complete. Fortunately, CAD technology and CNC milling have replaced manual design and hand carving, and the church can now be completed by 2026.

Today, we have an array of tools to help us build better – and thus bring the future to life. Shapps that used to be too complex to calculate and almost impossible to construct can now be broken down into modular building blocks or warped beyond what was previously technically possible. Here are just some of the technologies Arup employs to shape the future – and build a futuristic present.

As architects and designers grow increasingly bold in their designs, such thinking and advances in digital surface modelling have made new designs more difficult to engineer and construct. The lack of control over the geometry, in relation to both structural analysis and construction, in some cases prove to be a hurdle in realizing a design.

Parametric modelling is a design technique that uses smart, three-dimensional modelling software to help create patterns, spaces and forms through the input of specific criteria and operational parameters. Arup’s experience in parametric has seen the development of in-house scripts that is customizable to specific projects. This software allows us to break down the architectural, structural engineering, construction, facade engineering and building services, making the workflow between software more interoperable.
The Star is vivacious in its design and boasts complex façade geometry with slanted columns. Made up of different geometrical surfaces - from flat to double-curved surfaces, meant that the extensive façade panels had to be rationalised and modulated for accuracy of fabrication. As the initial model provided by the architect was a solid geometric model, a more buildable one would be necessary in order to overcome the complex design challenges in a timely and cost efficient manner.

Optimising The Star’s complex geometry

Arup used parametric tools such as Grasshopper and Rhino to generate the modulations, and ensure full optimisation and constructability of each panel. Similarly, the development of the underlying structural steel support underwent the same rigorous design process. These models were then exported to structural analysis softwares – Strand and GSA, using a live link which allowed the entire design process to be more efficient and dynamic. The use of parametric modelling was especially useful in extracting detailed information which helped accelerate the fabrication process.

Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

No building, now or in the future, is going to be built on limbo. It will exist in an environment that’s already shared by the built and natural world, present with its many quirks and complexities. Here, GIS technology helps Arup visualise, manage, analyse and collate data based on any location. From predicting floods and assessing environmental impact to planning business logistics and evaluating prospective nuclear plant sites, GIS solutions make it simpler and quicker to identify opportunities, reduce risk and adapt to better face the future.

Thomson Line: a first in Singapore for a project of this scale

Arup was appointed by Singapore’s Land Transport Authority (LTA) to provide design and construction consultancy for two out of five design packages for Thomson Line – Singapore’s sixth Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) line that will double the country’s mass rapid transport network by 2020. Thomson Line will connect Marina Bay through the central business district to the northern tip of Singapore. The first package awarded to Arup includes three stations. The second package includes six stations.

With GIS, Arup had at our disposal tools for interacting with data using its real-world locations. The result is a visual and interactive representation of the Thomson Line project that provides instant accessibility to the multidisciplinary project team via a secure web portal. Different access levels were granted across the project, allowing key decision-makers to retrieve relevant information, while confidential data remains hidden from low-level users, ensuring client confidentiality where necessary. This replaces the arduous process of searching for multiple documents and records for key pieces of information. Once linked into the database, information is available at the click of a button. Any data collected in the field can be instantly uploaded from any smart phone or similar device, allowing instant access to all users. Incidentally, the Thomson Line project is part of the Singapore office’s initiative to consolidate all digital records and past projects into a single resource.

Project wins

Eastern Region Line (ERL)

We continue our success on previous high-profile projects such as the Downtown Line and Thomson Line with a new consultancy package from Singapore’s Land Transport Authority (LTA) for the Eastern Region Line (ERL). Fully underground, the 21km-long ERL, comprising of 12 stations, will be Singapore’s seventh MRT line. It will begin from Marina Bay, through residential estates of Tanjong Rhu, Marine Parade, Bedok South and Upper East Coast, and linked to Changi in the east. It will also connect to the future Thomson Line. Arup’s contract includes four stations and 4.9km of twin-running tunnels. The project is expected to be completed by 2020.

Contact: Michael McGowan
michael.mcgowan@arup.com

Singapore General Community Hospital (SGH) Campus

The Singapore Ministry of Health have also awarded Arup the contract for the new Singapore General Hospital (SGH) Campus, specifically a 100,000m² mixed-use development at the community hospital site, next to the new National Heart Centre Singapore. We will be providing civil and structural engineering consultancy (design and traffic impact assessment) for a new 500-bed hospital, supporting operation facilities and barrier-free linkages to existing SGH tunnels and future campus facilities.

Contact: See Lin Ming
see.linming@arup.com

Bandar Malaysia Masterplan

In Kuala Lumpur, Arup will provide key infrastructure and sustainability advice for the Bandar Malaysia Masterplan, turning one of the last historic sites within the city into an exciting international destination that will showcase Malaysia’s culture and the arts. Spanning 196ha and located just 3.5km away from Kuala Lumpur City Centre, the former site of the international airport will be turned into a mixed-use community with commercial inclinations, fostering creativity and innovation. Arup partnered Broadway Malyan to come up with the winning proposal that captured the essence of master developer 1Malaysia Development Berhad’s (1MDB) vision.

Contact: Henry Jeens
henry.jeens@arup.com
Arup receives Eco-Office award

Sustainability is at the heart of our work at Arup and naturally, this extends to our office environment. Our continued commitment to promote the principles and practices of office environmental responsibility has earned us the Eco-Office Label* from the Singapore Environment Council. Some of these green initiatives include switching off lights during lunchtime, provision of reusable cutlery sets to staff, use of biodegradable food packaging at office events, and consistent promotional efforts to encourage recycling of waste.

We were also honoured to receive the Best Eco Practices Award (with Merit) at the Eco Action Award 2013 in July. The awards were held in conjunction with Eco Action Day, an annual energy-saving campaign organised by Ricoh Asia Pacific in partnership with Singapore Environment Council, National Environment Agency (NEA), Energy Market Authority (EMA), National Climate Change Secretariat (NCCS) and Building and Construction Authority (BCA).

* The Eco-Office Label is valid for two years (2012 to 2014).

Young Consulting Engineers of the Year

At the Association of Consulting Engineers Singapore’s (ACES) annual awards dinner on 27 March 2013, Arup took home two out of the three inaugural awards. Mak Swee Chiang was recognised as Young Consulting Structural Engineer of the Year for his outstanding project delivery on high profile projects such as the Singapore Flyer, Singapore Sports Hub and The Pinnacle at Sentosa. Vivien Foo’s leadership in the design and construction aspects of the Singapore Sports Hub won her Young Consulting Female Engineer of the Year.

Florence lights up the night

June 2013

Florence Lam, Arup’s global lighting leader, and the first woman to win the coveted Lighting Designer of the Year Award at the UK’s Lighting Design Awards, was in town for a cosy client evening hosted in the Singapore office. Entitled ‘Manipulating Light’, Florence explored the complex relationship between lighting, space and architecture by sharing first-hand experiences on globally renowned projects such as the London Aquatic Centre for the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. Guests enjoyed a relaxed and casual session as they sipped from tall, glowing glasses personally crafted by the lighting team.

Arup drives creative thinking at UK Innovation Forum

June 2013

Jointly organised by The British High Commission and British Council, this two-day event showcased the UK’s strength in innovation, design and technology in an effort to develop lasting partnerships with Singapore and Southeast Asia. In a congenial and robust plenary discussion, a panel of four, including Arup representative Stuart Candy, shared concepts and personal anecdotes that encouraged disruptive thinking as a means to stimulate creativity.

About 120 policymakers, academics and business professionals were at the forum.

Acquisitions

Artec Consultants Inc.

In February 2013, Arup formally integrated the staff of Artec into its acoustics, audio visual and theatre consulting team.

Prior to this, Arup and Artec have been working together to provide specialist services for over 40 years. Raj Patel, Americas Arts and Culture Business Leader says, “Our expanded team offers clients around the world unrivalled knowledge, experience, skills, and cutting-edge tools to plan and design innovative venues for the 21st century and beyond.”

Strategic Economics Consulting Group (SECG)

In Australia, Arup acquired small but influential economics consulting group SECG. Christopher Graham, COO Australasia Region says, “I look forward to the positive influence they will have in broadening the range of services we provide to clients, as well as increasing the opportunities for our existing services in this region.”
Andrew Henry
Buildings Group
Singapore Buildings Group Leader, Andrew is no stranger to the world of large complicated projects. A Professional Engineer with nearly 20 years of experience in the design and construction of steel and concrete framed buildings, railway stations and rail infrastructure, Andrew specialises in leading large multidisciplinary design teams on projects that require a high level of design integration and coordination.

Prior to Singapore, Andrew has worked in Sydney, Melbourne, London and Kuala Lumpur. His impressive local track record includes Singapore Sports Hub, Downton Line 3 (MRT) and Singapore Flyer. Overseas highlights include the Albion Riverside Development in London and Kuala Lumpur’s Petronas Twin Towers.

Andrew’s ability to manage complicated projects is matched only by his zeal in building relationships, “I value trusting and understanding relationships with the people I work with, and this always delivers positive outcomes for the project and the team.”

Contact: Andrew Henry
andrew.henry@arup.com

Brendon Mills
Water and Waste Management
Early this year, Brendon took over the reins from Daniel Lambert, who has assumed the role of Australasia’s Water and Waste Management Leader and is now based in Sydney.

Brendon has a proven track record in the project and design management, planning and construction of water and infrastructure civil works. This includes urban water and irrigation transmission and distribution systems, waste water treatment works, hydroelectric power schemes and water sensitive design.

His work experience has brought him to diverse places such as Chile, UK, UAE, Qatar, Australia, Malaysia, Indonesia and Sri Lanka.

Brendon has recently been involved in providing infrastructure engineering services for the Damansara township in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Arup’s scope includes advice on utility requirements, transport planning, traffic engineering and sustainable water strategies.

Contact: Brendon Mills
brendon.mills@arup.com

The Penguin Pool

The series takes its name from Arup’s first project in 1935 – the Penguin Pool at the London Zoo. Each event is as quirky and stimulating as the spiraling, cleverly cantilevered double ramps of the famed penguin enclosures. Held globally, the event sums up everything Arup believes in: the sharing of ideas across a diverse spectrum of people, the celebration of creativity, and the perpetual drive to excellence.

Singapore’s second edition of the Penguin Pool held in October 2012, won our office, alongside Shanghai and San Francisco’s, the inaugural Golden Penguin award. The winners were judged on their effectiveness in building a network of creative contacts and improving Arup’s influence in the design world.

To read more about Singapore’s Penguin Pool series, check out our last issue, Issue 2/2012.

World leaders in design, engineering and business consultancy

Established in Singapore since 1968, Arup has over 11,000 planners, designers, engineers and consultants spanning 90 offices in 38 countries. The firm’s creative spark is derived from the beliefs and convictions of the firm’s founder, the engineer and philanthropist Ove Arup. Recognised for creating some of the world’s most iconic projects like the Sydney Opera House and the Beijing National Stadium, Arup’s impressive portfolio of Singapore projects include Marina Bay Sands®, Singapore Flyer, The Helix, School of the Arts, South Beach, Gardens by the Bay, Singapore Sports Hub, Capitol Development, Downtown Line 3 and Thomson Line. Our success is founded on delivering Arup’s global expertise locally and we now have over 350 staff offering a range of specialist disciplines unparalleled in Singapore.

Singapore services
